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ABSTRACT

Browser fingerprinting has become a prevalent technique for tracking and identifying users online, posing significant privacy risks. The increasing variability in web browser configurations, coupled with the continuous evolution of browser features, presents complex challenges in understanding and mitigating the impact of fingerprinting. In this paper, we introduce a novel approach that combines feature modeling techniques with tree-based representations to capture the intricate relationships and constraints within browser fingerprints. By translating 22,773 fingerprints into a feature model with 34,557 nodes, we enable a comprehensive analysis of their variability and uniqueness across 1,519 switches and 596 flags on 7 headless and headful browser versions. Our methodology facilitates various use cases, such as generating representative fingerprints for testing, detecting anomalies, and identifying discriminating attributes. We aim to provide developers and researchers with a powerful tool for studying browser fingerprints and developing effective strategies to enhance user privacy in the face of evolving tracking techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The browser is the primary interface through which we interact with online services and applications. However, the increasing complexity and variability of web browser configurations poses significant privacy and security challenges. Web browsers expose information about the user’s device [6, 12, 22], operating system, fonts [10], and various other characteristics. These can be used to create a unique identifier known as a browser fingerprint. While this information, exposed mainly through JavaScript APIs and attributes, allows websites to enhance and customize the user experience, it also raises concerns about their potential for tracking and profiling purposes. As web technologies evolve and new features are rapidly introduced, the variability of browser configurations increases, making it challenging to understand and manage the potential risks associated with the exposure of the browser’s JavaScript attributes. Traditional approaches to studying browser configurations, such as storing them in JSON format [3, 23, 26, 27], do not adequately capture the complex relationships and constraints between different attributes nor their mappings to the browser’s configuration.

We propose a novel approach that leverages feature modeling techniques to represent browser fingerprints in a structured and comprehensive manner. By translating each fingerprint into a tree structure and incorporating their constraints, we aim to gain a deeper understanding of the variability and uniqueness of browser fingerprints across different browser configurations. This representation allows for a more fine-grained analysis of the relationships between browser attributes and their impact on fingerprint distinctiveness. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We introduce the idea of representing the browser fingerprint variability using the well-known technique of feature modeling for software variability [18].
- We propose algorithms for building individual feature trees from configurations and merging them into a unified tree, creating a comprehensive representation of the browser configuration landscape.
- We generated 22,773 browser fingerprints from Chromium. Our fingerprint dataset explores 1,519 switches and 596 flags from 7 versions of both headless and headful Chromium, which we use to build a feature model with 34,557 nodes.
- We provide insights into browser fingerprinting and discuss the implications of our approach for developing privacy-enhancing tools and assisting developers.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information on web browser configurations and motivates the need for a structured representation. Section 3 explains how fingerprint variability is captured, and details the process of building and merging browser fingerprint feature trees. Section 4 describes various use cases of our approach and discusses the insights gained from our analyses. Section 5 presents related work in browser variability and feature model synthesis. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future research directions.
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Web browsers are used by billions of users worldwide and continuously change to adapt to new demands. Browser vendors integrate new functionalities by either developing them or by including third-party dependencies [20], resulting in increasingly complex source code. To adapt to demands, there is a growing number of alternative browsers, each offering their own sets of features. Some of these browsers have derivatives for mobile devices, ARM-based systems, and various operating systems. End users can tailor their browsing experience through the use of extensions, settings, and scripts. Each of these modifications contributes to the creation of unique configurations of the web browser, and every alteration has the potential to impact the browser’s fingerprint.

2.1 Browser Fingerprinting

Users employ web browsers for a wide range of activities, including browsing, streaming media, administrative tasks, social networking, and gaming. Each visited website can potentially retrieve a fingerprint [9] from the browser, enabling them to identify and track the device without relying on cookies or login information [8, 14]. A browser fingerprint is a unique set of attributes (keys) and their corresponding values, generated locally within the user’s web browser and transmitted to the server, where it is stored and remains outside of the user’s control. Certain attributes, such as the Canvas [17, 19] and the User Agent [13], are particularly popular and highly discriminating. The usage of browser fingerprinting has been increasing over time due to various factors, including for security, advertising, attacking, as well as for substituting or complementing the use of cookies due to increased user awareness about them and third-party cookie deprecation. As users continue to customize their browsing experiences, the uniqueness of their browser fingerprints increase. This technique has gained notoriety as a method for re-identifying users on the web, raising concerns about privacy and the potential for misuse.

Browser fingerprints originate from the Browser Object Model (BOM).¹ Not to be confused with the Document Object Model (DOM), which focuses on the content of a web page, the BOM is a programming interface to interact with the browser and BOM provides access to objects, attributes, properties and methods related to the browser’s window. For instance, screen size is accessible through the window.screen.width and window.screen.height attributes, and the language through window.navigator.language, which provide values such as 1528, 1880, and en_US, respectively. These values allow developers to adapt their applications to the device, but can also be used to identify the browser, or more specifically, the device. The risk increases as more attributes are considered.

2.2 Motivating Examples

The browser exposes a large set of attributes that can be exploited by attackers [8, 13]. Depending on the browser’s version and configuration, 14,000 attributes can be collected [23]. In the state of the art, it is understood that browser fingerprints can be impacted by hardware components such as the CPU [22], audio setup [6], screen resolution [4], GPU [12], and others. They can also be affected by the operating system, fonts [10], and extensions [28, 32]. Furthermore, the variability in browser configurations (from switches² to flags, thousands of configuration parameters are available³) presents complex challenges in terms of user privacy and security. Fingerprints change as the browser evolves [31]. As depicted in Figure 1a, even with the same configuration, BOM attributes are added, removed, or their values changed between browser versions. Over 7 versions, as shown in Figure 1b, we observed many new attributes being added, few being removed.

Various use cases can leverage browser fingerprints. For example, for testing and debugging purposes, developers could randomly select and execute browser configurations that are representative of their user bases, or even attempt to approximate configurations that exhibit bugs. Also, anomalies and inconsistencies in fingerprints [30] may indicate potential security threats, e.g., attributes that indicate bots or crawlers. Moreover, by analyzing the characteristics of browser fingerprints, it is possible to identify the most discriminating attributes, i.e., rare attributes, attributes specific to some configurations, or attributes with high entropy. Identifying these would help developers reduce privacy risks. Finally, to manage the complexity of the BOM, the thousands of sources of variability, and the speed at which browser’s evolve, developers require new approaches and automated support to analyze browser fingerprints.

¹https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Browser_Object_Model
³https://chromium.googlesource.com/chromium/src/+/main/docs/configuration.md

Figure 1: Attribute evolution of Chromium’s default configuration from versions 109 (baseline) to 115. Many attributes are added and values change, while few are removed.
Figure 2: Feature Model Synthesis for Browser Fingerprints. We convert our dataset of fingerprints to feature trees. We record the list of configurations that contain a feature, which we call feature inclusions. Each feature tree is merged into a feature model. Mandatory, optional, XOR and OR constraints are calculated using parent-child relationships from the tree in conjunction with the list of feature inclusions.

3 CAPTURING FINGERPRINT VARIABILITY

To manage the complexity and changing nature of browser fingerprints, we propose an approach to synthesize a feature model that captures fingerprint variability. This approach is threefold, as depicted by Figure 2. First, one feature tree is built from each fingerprint. Then, one by one, each feature tree is merged. The final feature tree is then refined with parent-child constraints that are calculated using the list of feature inclusions extracted from the fingerprints.

3.1 Building Feature Trees

A browser fingerprint is a set of attributes with values (i.e., key-value pairs). We build a tree from a fingerprint using the following rules:

- Each attribute is translated into a node;
- Each value is translated into a leaf node;
- Each attribute contained in another attribute results in a parent-relationship for their respective nodes.

Figure 2 depicts the translation of 4 browser fingerprints into their respective feature trees. For instance, FP₂ consists of attributes window.A, window.B, window.C, and two values, a₂ and d₁. When applying the rules, a feature tree is created with window as the parent of both A and C, the latter being the parent of D, and two leaves, a₂ and d₁. The same process is applied to each fingerprint, resulting in as many trees as fingerprints in the dataset. To build feature trees for the entire dataset (22,773 fingerprints), we parallelized the process using 24 threads, with each thread handling approximately 1,000 fingerprints. This approach reduced the building time to around 30 minutes on a desktop computer equipped with an AMD Ryzen 9 7900X and 32GB of RAM.

3.2 Merging Trees

To build the tree that represents all the fingerprints in the dataset, each fingerprint tree is merged according to Algorithm 1. We start with one tree from the dataset (line 3) and, for every remaining tree (lines 4 – 14), nodes are merged into the tree (lines 5 – 9). The addition of each new node is performed by looking for its parent (using its name, as each attribute name is unique) and adding that node as a child of the parent node (lines 7 – 9). If no parent exists, the node is the root (line 11). In practice, window is always the root. Merging trees built from the 22,733 fingerprints results in a final tree with 34,557 nodes. The merging process can be applied to any new feature tree, enabling the continuous evolution of the final tree over time.

3.3 Refining the Feature Model

Once all feature trees are merged, we apply a refinement process to identify the parent-child constraints (i.e., mandatory, optional, alternative or exclusive features). We rely on the concept of feature inclusion, which is similar to feature degree defined by Metzger et al. [16]. We define a feature inclusion \(EI(f)\), for a given feature \(f\), as the set of configurations that contain \(f\). More precisely, we compute the feature inclusion for every feature by recording the set of fingerprints \(FP = \{FP_1, ..., FP_n\}\) that contain the feature, in order
Algorithm 1 Merge trees

1. **Input:** trees → the set of feature trees
2. **Output:** mergedTree
3. mergedTree ← trees.get(0)
4. for tree ∈ trees\{trees.get(0)} do
5. for node ∈ tree.nodes() do
6. if ¬(mergedTree.contains(node)) then
7. if node.hasParent() then
8. parentNode ← node.getParent()
9. mergedTree.get(parentNode).addChild(node)
10. else
11. mergedTree.setRoot(node)
12. end if
13. end if
14. end for
15. end for
16. return mergedTree

To determine the constraints (see bottom-right of 2). To identify mandatory and optional constraints, we use the following:

- **Mandatory constraint.** \( F_I(f) = F_I(f_{\text{parent}}) \), that is, when a node is present in all configurations where its parent node is also present, then it is marked as mandatory in regards to its parent in the feature model. For instance, feature A is always present when window is present and is thus mandatory in regards to window.

- All other features are marked optional and, if their parent node has more than one optional child, will be checked for the stricter XOR and OR constraints.

For features that have more than one optional child feature, we refine the parent-child relationship. Let us consider \( \text{OPT}(f_{\text{parent}}) = \{\text{opt}_1, \ldots, \text{opt}_n\} \) the set of optional children of a parent feature \( f_{\text{parent}} \). Then, for all fingerprints in FP and for all OPT sets in a fingerprint:

- **XOR constraint.** If in every configuration where the parent node exists, there is always one optional child node for that parent node, that is, \( F_I(f_{\text{parent}}) = \bigcup_{i \in \text{OPT}(f_{\text{parent}})} F_I(f_{\text{child}_i}) \), and the child nodes never overlap among themselves, that is, \( \forall x, y \in \text{OPT}(f_{\text{parent}}), x \neq y : F_I(x) \cap F_I(y) = \emptyset \) then the children of that parent node are mutually exclusive, otherwise known as XOR.

- **OR constraint.** Similarly, if in every configuration where a parent node exists, there is an optional child node for that parent node, that is, \( F_I(f_{\text{parent}}) = \bigcup_{i \in \text{OPT}(f_{\text{parent}})} F_I(f_{\text{child}_i}) \), but there exists at least one child node that overlaps with another, that is, \( \forall x, y \in \text{OPT}(f_{\text{parent}}), x \neq y : \exists F_I(x) \cap F_I(y) \neq \emptyset \) then the children of that parent node are in an OR relationship.

- **Optional constraint.** All remaining features are given the optional constraint. This means that, in general, \( F_I(f_{\text{parent}}) \neq \bigcup_{i \in \text{OPT}(f_{\text{parent}})} F_I(f_{\text{child}_i}) \), that is, there is at least one child that does not respect a strict XOR relationship or a weaker OR relationship.

4 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

We have applied our feature model synthesis to a dataset of 22,773 browser fingerprints that we generated from 7 versions of the Chromium browser from 1,519 switches and 596 flags, on Linux, in two variants (graphical and headless), for a total of 14 browsers. To generate the fingerprints, we systematically explored distinct configuration parameters. The fingerprint dataset, with each file stored in a JSON format, uses 29 GB of space. Interestingly, the feature model version uses 3.2 GB (i.e., 9 times smaller) when storing feature inclusions (i.e., the list of configurations that initially contained the feature). If we remove the feature inclusions, which are only necessary for calculating constraints, the size decreases to 2 MB, which is approximately 14,500 times smaller. The resulting feature trees range from 12,311 to 16,018 features, with a constant depth of 8.

The feature model can be leveraged to address various scenarios, such as random sampling for testing or debugging purposes, detecting anomalies, tracking the evolution of browser fingerprints, or identifying discriminating attributes.

4.1 Sampling Fingerprints

As discussed in Section 2.2, web application developers may benefit from randomly selecting and executing different browser configurations for application testing or for validating security and privacy functions. However, fingerprint datasets are often too small or not representative of user devices. Researchers often rely on small datasets [4, 35] or collaborate with popular websites to include their scripts to collect real browser fingerprints [11]. Projects such as Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)\(^3\) or Am I Unique\(^4\) are also dedicated to fingerprint collections, but the datasets from these sites are: (i) not shared for privacy concerns, (ii) not exhaustive because it is challenging to collect a set of configurations large-enough to cover variations in hardware, user settings, operating systems, browser versions, and other factors, (iii) not representative of average users since visitors to such sites are more likely to be aware of browser fingerprinting techniques and take privacy measures to counter them. Additionally, privacy and user consent concerns can pose significant challenges in collecting and using browser fingerprint data. To tackle these issues, an alternative approach consists of generating fingerprints. However, fingerprint generation may result in invalid browser fingerprints [30]. By leveraging the synthesized feature model and applying existing sampling approaches [34], one can create a valid and relevant set of browser fingerprints to be used for testing purposes.

4.2 Fingerprint Evolution

Figure 1a illustrates the attribute changes in browser fingerprints from Chromium versions 109 to 115. In particular, version 114 looks like a turning point: attributes were removed regularly until this version, while added attributes increased from here. To observe fingerprint evolution, we first synthesize a feature model from the default browser version, i.e., a browser configuration devoid of switches or modified flags, and we then compute the feature model differences between two of these versions [2]. Relying on

\(^3\)https://coveryourtracks.eff.org/
\(^4\)https://amiunique.org
the set of synthesized feature models, we can thus track removed features (e.g., due to BOM deprecation), or measure the impact on user privacy when new features are added to the browser.

Our experiments show that the number of nodes increases over time. Between Chromium versions 109 and 115, i.e., 7 releases over 6 months, we observed an increase of 1,333 new nodes, from 28,926 to 30,259 nodes. By leveraging the feature model of each browser version and applying random sampling techniques, browser developers can assess the privacy impact of newly implemented features. This approach allows them to explore a wide range of configurations, identify potential privacy risks, and make informed decisions about the design and implementation of new functionality.

4.3 Configuration Identification

To generate our fingerprint dataset, we exhaustively explored the following runtime configuration spaces:

- **Switches** are command-line arguments initialized before the browser’s launch. We explored 1,519 switches.
- **Flags** are experimental features accessible via the browser’s chrome://flags page. We explored 596 flags.

We observed that fingerprint feature nodes appear or disappear depending on the (de)activation of certain configuration parameters. These observations raised questions regarding whether these nodes could be identifiable and linked to the browser’s configuration. To facilitate the identification of these configuration parameters, we computed differences between a feature tree resulting from the default configuration and feature trees generated from configurations where switches and flags were activated one by one. Computing these differences was performed relying on the method proposed in [2]. A switch or flag parameter was thus considered to impact the fingerprint when added or removed nodes resulted from that diff operator.

We stored a mapping for each switch and flag to their fingerprint. Some of these configuration parameters are highly identifiable because they enable or disable features in the web browser that impact the browser fingerprint and therefore our feature model. We also generated new browser fingerprints in more recent versions on different hardware and operating systems using switches that we knew were identifiable. Subsequently, we attempted to verify whether we could identify the switch used from the browser fingerprint. In the majority of cases, we successfully identified the switch from the browser fingerprint. In instances where we did not correctly identify it, the set of nodes was too close or identical to another case. With this information, we should be able to identify browser configurations from their fingerprints and potentially provide tips on how to make the configuration more privacy-friendly, if desired. Another use case is for developers. If a user reports a bug and generates a report, we can easily add the browser fingerprint to the report. This allows the developer to reproduce the user’s configuration, gaining a better understanding of the bug, and correcting it more efficiently.

5 RELATED WORK

**On Browser Variability.** In the context of browser configurations, Swanson et al. [29] proposed the REFRACT framework to avoid failures. Their approach involves adding guards to monitor each configuration and creating valid configurations when failures occur. While their work focuses on configuration testing, it highlights the importance of managing browser variability. Beyond the software engineering domain, the application of feature modeling has been explored in other fields. Cashman et al. [5] proposed importing the software product line approach to the Biobrick repository in the biological domain, facilitating the planning of DNA element reuse. This demonstrates the potential of applying feature modeling techniques to diverse problem domains that involve managing variability, similar to the challenges faced in browser fingerprinting.

**Feature Model Synthesis.** Ryssel et al. [21] employed concept analysis to generate feature models that incorporate or-groups and xor-groups. Their work automatically extracts meaningful feature relationships from existing configurations. Similarly, She et al. [25] tackled the problem of automatic model synthesis from propositional constraints, proving its NP-hardness and proposing enhanced formulas in both conjunctive normal form (CNF) and disjunctive normal form (DNF). The application of evolutionary algorithms to reverse engineer feature models has been explored by Lopez-Herrejon et al. [15]. Their study provides valuable insights into the potential for reconstructing feature models from existing systems. Acher et al. [1] proposed a systematic procedure for extracting feature models from product descriptions, enabling a more structured and efficient modeling process. In the domain of requirements engineering, Weston et al. [33] introduced a comprehensive framework to support software product line engineers in constructing feature models based on natural language requirements. Their work aims to bridge the gap between textual specifications and formal feature representations. Additionally, She et al. [24] presented a novel procedure that simplifies the reverse engineering process of feature models. They introduced a ranking heuristic to identify parent candidates and automated procedures for detecting mandatory features, feature groups, and implies/excludes relationships. Czarnecki et al. [7] proposed an algorithm based on binary decision diagrams for synthesizing feature models from logical formulae, thus leveraging formal methods to automate the feature modeling building process.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced a novel approach for capturing the variability and complexity of browser fingerprints through the application of feature modeling and tree-based representations. By employing this novel feature modeling approach, we have developed a structured methodology for comprehensively capturing the nuances of browser fingerprints. This not only enhances our understanding of fingerprint variability but also paves the way for developing more effective privacy-preserving solutions and anomaly detection techniques. We successfully created a feature model with 34,557 nodes from 22,773 browser fingerprints generated from the exhaustive exploration of 1,519 switches and 596 flags in both headless and GUI variants of 7 versions of Chrome.